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“Human Spirit” — Visionary Project:
Breakthrough for Psychoanalysis — Preservation for Buddhism:
A Global Promise for Psychoanalytic Contribution for Weakened
Populations
Raanan Kulka, M.A., Iris Gavrieli-Rahabi, M.A., and Karina Goldberg, Ph.D.

ABSTRACT
Within the vibrant web of general Israeli psychoanalysis, the Israeli commu-
nity of self psychology, grounded within Kohutian foundations, has devel-
oped an ethical-theoretical shift that can be termed selfobject psychology,
a sort of bold proposal to spiritual psychoanalysis. This development
enhances the Kohutian revolution of transforming psychoanalysis from
the empirical sphere of the positivistic sciences onto an experiential realm
of contemplative science. We believe that merging Buddhist philosophy
and methodologies within a unique program of psychoanalytic training will
impel an evolutionary process that will transform the whole domain of
psychoanalysis – philosophically, paradigmatically, and clinically. ‘Human
Spirit’ Psychoanalytic-Buddhist Training Program is a framework for psycho-
analysts who are immersed in nurturing and refining the spiritual dimen-
sion of the mind. The program strives to cultivate a compassionate,
transformed and unified psychoanalytic presence, oscillating freely between
the personal, the interpersonal, and the transpersonal dimensions of the
psychoanalytic space.

Introducing the notion of selfobject psychology organically sparked Human Spirit’s vision of creating
a psychoanalytic community committed to the service of the ‘weakened population,’ of the city of
Lod.1 It is a call, summoning us all, to heal vertical splits, to foster psychological potentials, and to
cultivate transformative humane growth. The radical Kohutian faith in the healing power of empathy
is the basis of our deep belief that where there is empathy there is no mental impoverishment.

Spiritual psychoanalysis, grounded in the unique concept of selfobject leading to mind transfor-
mation, thus becomes a theory of total ethics and universal responsibility. The vision of Human
Spirit is a modest response to this ethical summons, a manifestation of our faith in the role of
spiritual psychoanalysis as the next evolutionary step in the future history of psychoanalysis, and in
its wise and compassionate contribution to the welfare of our troubled world.

October 7, 1970, was a historic day for psychoanalysis. On that day, Heinz Kohut gave his brave,
groundbreaking lecture, Psychoanalysis in a Troubled World at the Free University in Berlin,
outlining a transcendent vision for psychoanalysis on the bicentennial of the Berlin Psychoanalytic
Institute. In one of the most crucial parts of his lecture, this unique man said:

We must show, […] that psychoanalysis makes a contribution to the activation of wholesome social, cultural,
and historical effects, which may influence the future of not only a handful of individuals but of large groups,
whole layers of society, and – yes! – even of mankind as a whole. (p. 514)

CONTACT Raanan Kulka, M.A. raanankulka@gmail.com 118 Harimon Street, Shoresh, 9086000, Israel.
1Lod, one of the oldest and most central cities in Israel, is a mixed Jewish-Arab city, situated 15 kilometers southeast Tel-Aviv.
Although the city has been plagued by a poor image for decades, and its population of 75000 people is constantly struggling
with social, economic and multi-cultural problems, Lod is slowly turning over a new leaf, with dozens of initiatives and projects
underway to improve the life of the city and its inhabitants. A new spirit is blowing for creating a better future to Lod.
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Nearly fifty years have passed, but Kohut’s call still resonates with us. Has psychoanalysis – as an
idea, as a discipline, as a therapeutic act, as an ethical community – lived up to his challenge?

The disasters of two world wars have shown that the question of narcissism, ostensibly put to rest
by Freud in 1914, is far from resolved; but has psychoanalysis found the courage to transcend its
origins and go into the unexplored territories of narcissism? Did psychoanalysis dare to go beyond
narcissistic individualism – the individualism that tumbled down in the face of the narcissistic fury of
man to his fellow man – and into human solidarity and comprehensive altruism, which alone
contain the salvation of humankind?

It is baffling that sixty years have passed since the emergence of self psychology – about half of the
existence of psychoanalysis itself – and the next revolution in psychoanalysis is yet to make an
appearance. Why has not this young discipline – perhaps the youngest in the intellectual and
spiritual realm, a discipline that is still in its formative state – evolved already into its next
evolutional stage? It is even more baffling that this inspiring and successful movement, blessed
with so many talented and varied contributors, has not stopped to ask itself this question. We have
seen no revolutions in over fifty years – no new theoretical model, no new outlook on the human
condition, no new avenues for analytic treatment. The psychoanalytic community pursues research
that enriches and bolsters existent models and paradigms, but does not seem to be producing the
groundwork for our next paradigm shift, to the next scientific revolution, to use Thomas Kuhn’s
terminology.

This is our question to psychoanalysts and to the historians of psychoanalysis and to the
biographers of its future: could it be that the psychoanalytic community’s resistance to fully
assimilate self psychology and its vision is the cause that psychoanalysis does not touch its future
horizon?

Without organic paradigmatic momentum, psychoanalysis’ evolutionary wellspring appears to be
drying out; more critically, its power to outline a vision for humanity is dwindling. Psychoanalysis is
in a state of enigmatic limbo, which raises the troubling question: psychoanalysis – where are you
heading?

Credo

Breakthrough for psychoanalysis

‘Human Spirit’ – Psychoanalytic-Buddhist Training Program is a humble but unique effort to find
a way out of psychoanalysis’ impasse (Mann, 2015; Riker, 2020; Sucharov, 2020). Our vision is based
on three understandings: 1. The evolution of psychoanalysis has been stalled by the lack of proper
assimilation of the psychological-spiritual dimension into its meta-theory and practice. 2. Self
psychology is the most suited paradigm for researching the spiritual dimension of the psyche, to
embed it in inter-personal relations, and to implement it as an immense resource for humanity’s
psychological growth. 3. The creation of a spiritual meta-theoretical psychoanalytic project and its
transformation into therapeutic practice must be interwoven with the philosophy, psychology, and
the contemplative-meditative practice of Buddhism. Buddhism’s 2,500 years of experience in trans-
forming the human mind is necessary for the formation of a new kind of psychoanalyst, one that
has, in accordance with Kohut’s definition, gone through full narcissistic transformation and can, in
her altruistic wisdom, be anyone’s selfobject.

We believe that assimilating Buddhist philosophy and methodologies within a unique program of
psychoanalytic training will start an evolutionary process that will transform – meta-theoretically,
paradigmatically, and clinically – the whole domain of psychoanalysis.2

2See appendix – Human Spirit – Psychoanalytic-Buddhist training program – An outline.
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Preservation for Buddhism

The daring wish to decipher the future history of psychoanalysis by interweaving it with the ancient
wisdom of Buddhism is ideologically and creatively motivated by the recognition of Buddhism as
a universal cultural treasure that ought to be preserved, cultivated, and disseminated for future
generations.

The joint responsibility for the preservation and evolution of Buddhism
The ongoing contribution of Buddhism to future generations requires not less than the heroic effort
of East and West in order to prevent, not only its disappearance but also its degeneration as a result
of misunderstanding and misinformation. The assimilation of the core tenets of Buddhism within
the major Western disciplines of Humanities and Sciences is extremely important for the global
dissemination and future evolution of Buddhism. Buddhists and experts from these disciplines share
a joint responsibility to make this happen and must work side by side in order to guarantee the
authentic transmission of the knowledge, as well as the tools for transformation, contained within
Buddhism.

Suitable Western contemplative fields for the preservation of Buddhism
The first step is to identify the most suitable Western cultural and scientific fields in which Buddhist
philosophy and methodologies naturally can be embedded. Acting not only as a hospitable soil
where Buddhism can be preserved and cultivated for itself and in itself, but these disciplines will also
be enhanced and even transformed by the seeds of Buddhism.

Psychoanalysis – A contemplative science
The visionary project of Human Spirit suggests that psychoanalysis is one of the West’s major
disciplines that are naturally suitable for the unique role of organically assimilating Buddhism. The
link between psychoanalysis and Buddhism is one of the marvelous linkages within human civiliza-
tion during the last 100 years. Anyone privileged to be acquainted with these two domains has
always felt the existence of a very profound connection between the two, but at the same time, there
has constantly been an uncomfortable awareness of a significant chasm painfully dividing these two
contemplative fields. We believe that the psychoanalytic paradigm of psychoanalytic self psychology is
a potential bridge via which psychoanalysis and Buddhism can evolve together as the perfect Eastern
and Western twins.

Spiritual psychoanalysis – Psychoanalytic self psychology dwelling in Buddhist
wisdom and compassion

I hope that you understand what the word “spiritual” really means. It means to search for, to investigate, the
true nature of the mind. There’s nothing spiritual outside. My rosary isn’t spiritual; my robes aren’t spiritual.
Spiritual means the mind, and spiritual people are those who seek its nature.

Lama Yeshe3

Kohut’s (1971, 1977, 1984) revolutionary psychoanalytic paradigm marked an evolutionary step
toward the domain of experience. This step has positioned psychoanalysis in the midst of subjectiv-
ity, and facilitated the transformation of psychoanalysis from the empirical sphere of the positivistic
sciences to an experiential realm of a contemplative science (Kulka, 2010, 2020). Kohut’s total
immersion in subjective human experience led him to depart from the concept of the ego toward

3Lama Thubten Yeshe was born in Tibet in 1935. In 1959, he was forced to leave Tibet and went to India in exile. Lama Thubten
Yeshe and Lama Thubten Zopa Rinpoche, as teacher and disciple, met their first Western students in 1965. By 1971 they settled
at Kopan, a small hamlet near Kathmandu in Nepal. In 1974, the Lamas began touring and teaching in the West; these tours
would eventually result in The Foundation for the Preservation of the Mahayana Tradition. Lama Yeshe died in 1984. Human
Spirit was accepted as an endorsed project by the FPMT.
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an establishment of the first systematic and comprehensive theory of the self in psychoanalysis. In
the words of the great Zen teacher D.T. Suzuki, “in the realm of total subjectivity lies the ultimate
self.”

We propose three basic tenets that naturally bridge psychoanalytic self psychology and Buddhism:

I. Transcending the ‘I’: Self as transformations
In departing from the ‘I’ and its psychoanalytic manifestation as ego, self psychology introduced

the self as an experience, instead of an entity. As De Martino (1960) beautifully wrote, “ … in dying
to itself as ego, it is born and awakens to its Self as Self” (p. 167).4 According to Kohut (1979), we
refer as ‘I’ to our introspectively or empathically perceived inner experiences; thus, ‘the self’ is a mere
generalization derived from introspective empirical data; it is not an assembly of parts but
a wholesome experience. Moreover, self psychology presents a non-linear developmental conception
of a constant transition between: virtual self – nuclear self – cohesive self – cosmic selfhood.

The essence of this proud achievement is therefore a maximal relinquishment of narcissistic delusions,
including the acceptance of the inevitability of death, without an abandonment of cognitive and emotional
involvements. The ultimate act of cognition, i.e., the acknowledgment of the limits and of the finiteness of the
self, is not the result of an isolated intellectual process but is the victorious outcome of the lifework of the total
personality in acquiring broadly based knowledge and in transforming archaic modes of narcissism into ideals,
humor, and a sense of supraindividual participation in the world. (Kohut, 1966, p. 122)

Human selfhood oscillates between constituting states and dissolving states; the accomplishment of
a free motion which flows between the two modulations of selfhood, the conventional and the
ultimate, is the spiritual achievement of the awakened human (Kulka, 2012).

II. Empathy as vicarious introspection: The psychoanalytic matrix of non-duality
Self psychology has formulated a psychology of empathy in which direct observation of mental life

is accomplished through introspective effort, which is our only avenue to the mind of another
individual; we think ourselves into the other’s inner life as if we were the other. It is a psychology
that does not start at a particular arbitrary point but increases and decreases depending on the
distance between the observer and the observed (Kohut, 1975, p. 229). It is a quantum position, in
which the observer is not separate from the observed, and the ‘two’ are not separate entities engaged
in an interaction but a unified entity in a state of interbeing (Hanh, 1988). Thus, self psychology
proposes a profound insight into the essence of human relations: a state of being that is inclusive
instead of separative, and thus leads to experiencing non-duality.

III. Selfobject matrix: The psychoanalytic manifestation of compassion
Self psychology reached a radical conception – people tend to invest narcissistic energy not only

in themselves but also in the other. In these cases, the other who is loaded with narcissistic energy is
not a separate figure but a kind of an external embodiment of one’s self, a kind of an indivisible
other. To this particular other who is functioning like an external or alter self to one’s self, Kohut
referred to as selfobject, i.e., an object which is not an object in itself and for itself, but an object
which is his other’s self. The need of the human self for a merger with a selfobject has to be met by
a special attitude of devotion on the part of the selfobject who accepts taking on himself this crucial
mission, which, we believe, is comparable only to noble compassion. Both share the altruistic
responsibility, intention, and action of freeing others from suffering.

‘Human Spirit’ Psychoanalytic-Buddhist Training Program is a framework for psychoanalysts who
are immersed in nurturing and refining the spiritual dimension of the mind. The program seeks to
cultivate a transformed, unified, and compassionate psychoanalytic presence, which oscillates freely
between the personal, interpersonal and transpersonal dimensions of the psychoanalytic space. We
believe that the transformation of the analyst’s mind from ego-centricity to altruism enhances her

4The ego death is by no means a relative nihilistic destruction or expiration into nothingness, but rather a birth or awakening = self
as transformation.
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capacity for an ethical psychoanalytic presence, founded on empathy and compassion. We believe
that this unique analytic stance ensures the generation of mind’s transformation in individuals and
communities.

Cultivating introspection and empathy [vicarious introspection]

Adhering to the psychology of empathy, we search for the unmediated inner world by introspection
and vicarious introspection. In order to think ourselves into other’s inner life, we need a whole set of
operations, some of which were hinted by Kohut (1975), who addressed this need but suggested that
psychoanalysis was not sufficiently aware of it yet:

I think they [techniques for introspection and vicarious introspection] should be investigated in much more
detail, much more scientifically, to learn exactly how we really go about it. But the enormous value in increasing
and refining our empathic skills is in the quality of our psychological understanding of our patients, in the
increase of the variety of our choices, and in the number of possible empathic closures we are more capable of
keeping alive in ourselves before we come to any final conclusions. (p. 229)

In order to enhance and refine our empathic skills, we at Human Spirit develop our minds through
practicing meditation, which creates a certain mental stability that allows the meditator to cultivate
familiarity with any chosen subject. Gradually, we deepen our understanding through investigation
and critical thinking; we reach a point where we not only gain indirect intellectual, inferential
knowledge of the subject but also striving toward a direct experiential knowledge.

By investigating our own mental processes, personal internal experience, and the faculty of
awareness itself through meditation, we are able to retrieve lost parts of the self experience, including
disavowed narcissistic needs toward actualization of the self’s virtually infinite potentiality.
Cultivating the psychoanalyst’s transformative mind widens her introspection and expands her
vicarious introspection.

Being at Human Spirit

The training program is designed to hold all its facets – general psychoanalysis, psychoanalytic self
psychology, humanities and arts, and Buddhism. It interweaves these disciplines, channeling them all
to the path of – listening–contemplating–meditating. First, there is the understanding derived from
listening – studying and reading; then, there is the stage of understanding derived from contempla-
tion and personal reflection. Finally, there is the level of understanding that derives from meditation,
with a goal of realizing direct experience. All study forums, psychoanalytical classes, clinical
seminars, Dharma seminars, humanistic and art seminars – are conducted as a deep contemplative
space where the clinical material, ideas, and dialogues can unfold, listened to, thought about, and
experienced.

After almost five years since we launched the program, we can already realize that the pedagogical
rationale of cultivating the mind through this path actualizes a selfobject stance of a higher order,
offering new horizons to psychoanalytic self psychology. To our wonder and joy, we have seen how
patients and analysts alike have gone beyond the mere strengthening of the self into transformations
of creativity, empathy, impermanence, humor and joy, courage, and wisdom (Kohut, 1966).

A word about resistance

In his seminal paper Psychoanalysis, Empathy and Introspection – An Examination of the
Relationship between Mode of Observation and Theory (1959), Kohut warned of the resistance that
a contemplative science might encounter:

There seems to be […] a resistance against introspection. Perhaps we have neglected to examine the scientific
use of introspection (and empathy), have failed to experiment with it or to refine it, because of our reluctance to
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acknowledge it wholeheartedly as our mode of observation. It seems that we are ashamed of it and do not want
to mention it directly; and yet – with all its shortcomings – it has opened the way to great discoveries. (p. 212)

Furthermore, Kohut mentions “mystical, Oriental and non-Western” practices as a hidden crucial
cause of our hesitation concerning introspection, not mentioning vicarious introspection. He goes
on to state that “the fact that introspection can be abused, however, must not deceive us about its
value as a scientific instrument.” On the contrary:

Introspection in psychoanalysis is not a passive escape from reality but, at its best, is active, searching, and
enterprising. It is animated as much by the desire to deepen and to expand the field of our knowledge as the
best of the physical sciences. (p. 214)

We suggest that human beings fully agree to be self-conscious as far as ‘I’ hold on to ‘myself’ as
a form (Kulka, 2010). On the other hand, introspection challenges our ‘I’; it is an idealistic invitation
for transformation toward cosmic selfhood, and thus it threatens our grasp on the self as an entity.
Widening awareness as an introspective observation beyond self-consciousness is a true decathexis
of the self from its self-cherishing orientation toward its altruistic supraindividual participation in
the world (Kohut, 1966).

A global promise for psychoanalytic contribution for ‘weakened populations’: Ethics –
theory – practice

Applied psychoanalysis has always been a vague territory in our discipline, with many courageous
enterprises and projects on one side, and with many painful and frustrating disappointments on the
other side. Are the application of a pure meta-theory and a distilled technique of practice, intrinsi-
cally lead to dilutive processes of the discipline, and therefore discourage us from resuming such
projects of ethical-socio-cultural commitment?

Getting outside our offices and well-tempered clinics of highly sophisticated analytic encounters,
to the streets of reality, has no enigmatic riddle to solve in order to simply understand why we so
often prefer the bystander position instead of immersing ourselves in the daily struggles and
tragedies of so many people around us in their immediate surroundings.

The term of weakened population is a relatively new definition within the social sciences and
politics` theoretical thinking: with the growing emphasis of defining Democracy via the notions of
human rights and securing minorities within society, this term tends to replace the former termi-
nology of the ‘deprived,’ ‘disadvantaged,’ or ‘underprivileged’ populations. The major shift of
significance from the previous concepts to the new one is the direction of responsibility: when
Masud Khan, the renown British psychoanalyst, a student, and a friend of W.W. Winnicott, said that
from Winnicott onward psychoanalysis will never be the same, as it totally changed the source of
responsibility from the intra-psychic of the individual to the surroundings, he stated the base for
a total contextual framework for the psychoanalytic thinking and endeavor. There is no need, of
course, to stress in this paper`s context, what enormous contribution to this direction of the history
of psychoanalysis is continuously raised by the revolutionary school of self psychology. In the same
vein, when we transfer from the term weak population to the notion of weakened population we
accept the ethics of total responsibility of the larger population`s selfobject responsibility for the self
of the weakened population (Riker, 2010).

It seems that rich processes of globalization, increased quest for freedom, new thinking and
philosophy of just, dispersing of the world`s material and cultural wealth, massive waves of
immigration, and growing complexity of both separatist and holistic trajectories all over the
world, all these are the cradle from which this simple but multi-layered new term of weakened
population both stems from and contributes to.
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Spiritual path: The solution for multi-national – multi-cultural – weakened society

The two foundational principles of Human Spirit’s vision – the need for a breakthrough in psycho-
analysis, and humanity’s ethical indebtedness to the cultural treasure of Buddhism – naturally entail
a third – foundational principle of the vision – that of constructing a psychoanalytic model for
weakened populations worldwide.

Theoretical and clinical establishment of a psychoanalytic selfobject psychology on the one hand,
and a prolonged immersion in transformed awareness that transcends ego-centricity toward absolute
altruism in the spirit of Mahayana Buddhism, on the other, organically led to Human Spirit’s vision
of creating a psychoanalytic community committed to the service of a weakened population. This
idea summons us all to heal vertical splits, to foster psychological potentials, and to cultivate
a transformative humane growth.

Human Spirit has thus dramatically challenged the conventional institutions of psychoanalysis:
deeply embedded in capitalistic economy, psychoanalytic treatment resources are only accessible to
the privileged. Making psychoanalysis available to weakened populations – whose psychological and
humane growth is inhibited by their socio-political and ethnic contexts – has led Human Spirit to
offer formal psychoanalytic treatment four times a week to the weakened population of the city of
Lod, free of charge. Just like a community of Buddhist monks cannot provide spiritual services to the
public without the public’s support, Human Spirit also operates within the spiritual matrix of
altruistic benefactors who are accompanying our growing psychoanalytic community in the city
of Lod.

Ethical psychoanalytic contribution for weakened populations – practice

As avant-garde and unprecedented as Human Spirit project is, we see our presence in the city of Lod
as natural and simple. The interface between Human Spirit as a community and the population of
Lod has required no special adjustments on our part. While the relationship between a weakened
population and privileged ‘outsiders’ is often associated with patronization and alienation, this is not
the case with Human Spirit: our students and staff have a strong sense of solidarity with the residents
of Lod, and our relationship with our surrounding community is humble and warm.

The question arises: do the needs and characteristics of weakened population require an adjusted
psychoanalysis? It is important to recognize that weakened populations vary widely in their char-
acteristics, even within the same community. For instance, Human Spirit’s Arab patients include
Christians, Muslims, Bedouin, some whose families lived in the city for generations and others
descended from refugees, with each identity entailing distinctions with relation to their position in
society. The same applies to Lod’s Jewish and other ethnic and cultural groups, which are many and
varied. In this vein, the process of accepting referrals and potential patients and assigning them to
our students is dynamic, vibrant and harmonious, and does not differ in any way from that of any
other analytic training program.

But beyond the organizational level, we must examine how the analytic encounter affects the
weakened patient: first, is psychoanalysis suitable for weakened patients? Second, does the emphasis
of humanistic-social responsibility significantly resonate in the psychoanalytic dyadic discourse? And
if so, how does it affect the psychoanalytic encounter?

Another question is whether the psychoanalytic treatment of a weakened population requires
a unique training program and the establishment of obligated community dedicated to this effort.
This last question is easily answered: superficial support of any kind that is provided without
concomitant cultural and educational systems achieves only a momentary life-relief for the weakened
population; just in the same manner, isolated, individual psychoanalytic treatment which is given
without an overall holding context cannot cause lasting change in a patient who is exposed daily to
poverty and violence and whose mental and often physical condition is under constant threat.
Whatever relief such treatment elicits is quickly eroded by the weakened patient’s harsh
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surroundings. Long-lasting, beneficiary psychoanalytic treatment for the weakened population
requires an embedded community of psychoanalysts, which can enhance the transformation of the
analyst’s mind, thus providing her with the support she needs to offer efficacious treatment to her
suffering multi-problemed patients. We believe that spiritually minded and socially responsible
psychoanalysis is the best matrix for the psychological growth of both individual patients and the
overall community of the weakened population (Sucharov, 2001).

But does a discipline that originated in the affluent, educated Viennese society of the early 20th

century, and has mostly catered to similarly privileged patients since, has anything to offer to
a weakened population? Put differently, does psychoanalysis which was developed for
a community of patients who, thanks to their education and socio-economic status, have obtained
a certain introspective skill-set, is also suitable for a community of patients who have not enjoyed
such conditions of mental capabilities?

It is a fundamental tenet of self psychology that offering a patient with a selfobject matrix, with
a fertile ground for his or her narcissism, will promote the growth of their full human potential,
regardless of psychological and educational background. The onus, then, is on the selfobject, not on
the subject or patient. Our experience at Human Spirit has corroborated that psychoanalytic self
psychology can benefit anyone from any kind of population.

Conceptually, the analyst must primarily address the vertical split that afflicts weakened patients
by providing them with prolonged immersive understanding and constitutive mirroring; on this
foundation the interpretative analytic work addressing the horizontal split can take its part. Within
the self-selfobject matrix, the interweaving of these two processes is leading to both self-cohesion and
self-transformation.

This conception of the self-selfobject matrix makes psychoanalysis suitable for all people, regard-
less of background, since it shifts the responsibility for the subject’s development away from the
subject and to its context. This shift makes psychoanalytic self psychology highly suited for weakened
patients who suffer from narcissistic behavior disorder, manifested in developmental arrests, crim-
inality, addictions, sexual perversions, and chronic inclination to acting out; these behavior disorders
stem from a disruption of the two poles of the self – the grandiose self and the idealized self – which
points to a pervasive contextual failure which enfeebles the self and exposes it to massive fragmenta-
tion. For patients of weakened population, that are engaged in a constant struggle for survival – from
food and sleeping space insecurity, to the absence of privacy – the mental shift for ‘pausing,’
a prerequisite stance of suspension, required for psychoanalytic treatment, which does not promise
any tangible, immediate relief, is a complicated shift, difficult to justify. Accepting the invitation
psychoanalysis is offering – an invitation to introspective examination of the intricated linkages
between inner life and external reality – the patient must have faith that she can actually take that
‘pause’ in the presence of a devoted psychoanalyst, in order not just to stay alive but to generate
radical changes in her future life. The delicate balance between the internal world and the external
environment in weakened patients makes treatment particularly challenging. Dealing with deep
vulnerability, rooted in objectively so harsh conditions, demands immense fortitude from the
analyst; only wise compassion can make the patient feel seen in her tragic current state, while at
the same time being led by the analyst’s compassionate wisdom toward her potential human
capability to be of service to others = to become herself a selfobject.

The natural painful result of an environment that does not encourage introspection, and
determined conscious act of exploring psychological interiority is a psychological impoverishment.
This mental impoverishment is a manifestation of the disavowal of certain parts of the self which are
not experienced by the self because they have no external recognizing validation – they have no
selfobject. In the same vein of the daring Kohutian saying that where there is empathy, there is no
psychosis, we deeply believe that where there is empathy, there is no mental impoverishment.

Without downplaying the challenges that we face, our successful analyses have produced near
astounding processes: our patient retention rate is almost negligible; patients who have known
nothing but poverty and misfortune – ex-cons, drug addicts and traffickers, sexually- and physically
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abused women – have fully committed themselves to formal psychoanalytic format – four sessions
a week for the length of not less than two years. The psychological achievements and progress in our
patients, the inhabitants of the city of Lod are remarkable and excitedly rewarding: their relation-
ships with their children, families, and workplaces have changed; they show signs of gross improve-
ment of taking responsibility for themselves and for others; child patients, diagnosed with autism,
have started communicating with their surroundings; somatic pathology has impressively reduced in
many patients; the manner of speech and talk used for self-expression and within relational context
has become richer and much more sophisticated; impulse and affect regulation is systematically
enhanced. These processes of psychological development are some of the achievements we are
proudly witnessing in our patients, our dear partners to this odyssey.

The unique concept of selfobject and its actualization through the transformative devotion of the
analyst is the key to the evolution of psychoanalysis beyond its contemporary boundaries. The quest
of Human Spirit’s vision for a new kind of psychoanalyst who is trained to be capable of mind
transformation leads to new horizon of narcissistic development of the patient: from self cohesion
toward a transcendental supra-individual participation in the world (Kohut, 1966).

The amalgamation of Buddhist spiritual teachings and practices and the ethics of psychoanalytic self
psychology provides an answer to the multifaceted challenge of patients of weakened populations: only
a founded faith in human’s ability to transcend through-and-for the other can transform both analysts
and patients beyond the ‘here and now’ toward the possibility of a life full of meaning, joy, and hope.

Conclusion: Responding to summons

Despite its myriad problems – material, psychological, ethical, and spiritual – Israel is home to an
exceptionally vibrant psychoanalytic community. Psychoanalysis’ effect on psychological research,
training, and treatment in Israel is deep and pervasive, and the quantity and quality of analysts,
analyses, psychoanalytic training programs is extraordinary, not only in relation to Israel’s small size
but in absolute terms as well. Even though the crucial effect of the psychoanalytic scene in Israel is
somewhat hidden, we believe the psychoanalytic community is one of the most powerful forces
sustaining and reflecting the humane core of this country and its people.

Within this spacious and vibrating web of general psychoanalysis, Israeli self psychology has also
risen to a preeminent position in the global discourse. Working on the basis of Kohutian founda-
tions, the Israeli community of self psychology has developed what can be termed selfobject
psychology, or spiritual psychoanalysis (Gavrieli-Rahabi et al., 2017).

The evolving of spiritual psychoanalysis is primarily rooted in the conceptual transition from the
‘guilty man’ and the ‘tragic man’ toward the ‘mystic’ or ‘immersing’ human being. This paradigmatic
revolution calls psychoanalysis to transcend from the principle of separateness toward a worldview of
unity. Self psychology provides four crucial building blocks for systematic theorizing of the spiritual
dimension in psychoanalysis: (1) Self as a flow between an experience of a structured psyche and a non-
structured spiritual experience; (2) The humane ability to dwell in the Ultimate through the contextual
web of selfobject matrix; (3) Transformation of human being from emergence of an individual existence,
to dissolving into a transcendent being of supraindividual participation in the world; (4) ‘Virtual
change,’ which does not suffice with changes in existing materials but dares to evoke potential spiritual
dimensions that are not yet created but deserved to be elicited in every one of us.

Spiritual psychoanalysis, founded on processes of mind transformation, becomes a theory of total
ethics that is actualized by our commitment to practice the metaphysical. Spiritual practice in the
world is not a utopian stance that its ethical call can be dismissed through pseudo-realist arguments.
Such arguments fall short in the face of our collective responsibility for any individual and her basic
right for psychological growth and spiritual transformation.

The vision of Human Spirit – psychoanalytic-Buddhist training program, is a modest response to
that ethical call, and is a manifestation of our faith in spiritual psychoanalysis as the next
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evolutionary step in the history of psychoanalysis and its wise and compassionate contribution for
our troubled world.
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Appendix: Human Spirit – Psychoanalytic-Buddhist Training Program

An outline

‘Human Spirit’- Psychoanalytic–Buddhist Training Program is offered on behalf of the Israel Association for Self
Psychology and the Study of Subjectivity (IASPS) as a joint venture with Lama Tzong Khapa Institute for the Study and
Practice of Buddhism in the Tibetan Tradition, Pomaia, Italy (ILTK).

The project has the full endorsement of the Foundation for Preservation of Mahayana Tradition and of its Spiritual
Director, Lama Zopa Rinpoche. FPMT is a worldwide renowned organization for East-West collaboration for the
preservation of Mahayana Buddhism.

The project’s goals

● To train a younger generation of psychoanalysts in empathy and compassion through the understanding and
practice of Buddhist philosophy and mind training methodologies (Lo-jong).

● To promote the development of psychoanalysis as a contemplative science.
● To offer psychoanalytic self psychology as a unique, Western cultural and scientific field in which Buddhism can be

naturally preserved and cultivated.
● To formulate a psychoanalytic ethical and practical theory for helping weakened populations in their deserved quest

for humane psychological growth.

The structure

The program is seven years long, and each year is divided into two semesters, in which students attend classes two
days a week. The curriculum is equally divided between three contemplative fields, which share the goal of cultivating
the spiritual dimension of human being and its mind transformation:

(A) Psychoanalysis & Psychoanalytic self psychology – the entire range of psychoanalytic history and schools are
systematically studied and explored in the unique context of profound specialization of psychoanalytic self
psychology.

(B) Buddhism – Buddhist philosophy and psychology, primarily in the Mahayana Tibetan tradition, is transmitted,
accompanied along with the practice of various traditions and types of meditation.

(C) Humanities – the spiritual treasures of humankind are visited via selected masterpieces of arts, poetry, history,
literature, music, philosophy, etc., serving as an additional mode of practicing mind and heart transformation.

Candidates

The program is offered to certified clinicians in the areas of psychology, social work, and psychiatry, as well as
professionals from other disciplines who are licensed by the Israeli Ministry of Health to practice psychotherapy. The
program accepts a new cohort of 15 candidates, once every three years. The first cohort was accepted in 2015,
the second cohort in 2018, and a third is planned for 2022.

Teaching staff

The teaching staff is comprised equally of senior psychoanalysts specialized in self psychology and of senior
authorized practicing masters and academic teachers of Buddhism from both Israel and abroad. In addition to the
permanent Buddhist teaching staff, renowned Lamas and Geshes are visiting from time to time as guest teachers for
special seminars and lectures. The humanities section of the program is under the direction of a prominent Israeli
scholar.
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